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Bryce and Ashley Timberline are normal 13-year-old twins, except for one thingÃ¢â‚¬â€¢they

discover action-packed mystery wherever they go. Whether it's searching for a missing writer or

fearing for their lives at the bottom of a canyon, Bryce and Ashley never lose their taste for

adventure. Wanting to get to the bottom of any mystery, these twins find themselves on a nonstop

search for the truth.
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When horror writer Jake Konig suddenly disappears, Bryce and Ashley Timberline get caught in a

mystery as scary as one of Konig's novels. A mysterious message on the writer's computer warns

the twins to stay clear of Konig and his work. What's the real story?  Bryce and Ashley Timberline

are normal 13-year-old twins, except for one thing-they discover action-packed mystery wherever

they go. Wanting to get to the bottom of any mystery, these twins find themselves on a nonstop

search for truth.

Jerry B. Jenkins, former Vice President for Publishing and currently Writer-at-Large for the Moody

Bible Institute of Chicago, is the author of more than 150 books, including the best-selling Left

Behind series. Sixteen of his books have reached the New York Times best-seller list (seven in the

number one spot) and have also appeared on the USA Today, Publisher's Weekly and Wall Street

Journal best-seller lists. Chris Fabry has written more than 50 books for adults and children,



including the Red Rock Mysteries series with Jerry B. Jenkins and the Left Behind: The Kids series

with Jerry B. Jenkins and Dr. Tim LaHaye.

I gave my Grandkids 7 books in this series to begin Summer. They were devoured in two weeks

and they asked for the rest of the series for birthday. Caitlin is 13.

I have enjoyed this series and I believe it would satisfy all ages!

pleased with purchase

I LOVE that the author makes it so thrilling and yet still great for Christians and other people too!!! I

would like anyone one to read it! You people who hate the best book ever should be sorry for

yourselves! :)

Excellent mystery!!

This book was awesome!I gave it 5 stars for grabbing the reader's attention.I loved the topic and

how it was intended to get the reader scared and want the next event to happen before it was

intended.Awesome AWESOMELY AWESOME AND EXTREMELY EPIC BOOK !

Best book ever! Very exciting and mysterious.

My 8 year old daughter loves this series and reads them herself. They have a real life characters

with a real life faith.A few spooky parts in this book.
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